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ADMISSION CIRCULAR

FOR PLAYGROUP, NURSERY, LKG AND UKG FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-21

Dear Parents, Hari Om !

Registration forms for admission for the academic year 2020-21 for PLAYGROUP, NURSERY, LKG & 

UKG can be downloaded from 5th September 2019 onwards from the www.newhorizonvidyamandir.in

Filled in registration forms should be submitted at New Horizon Vidya Mandir only. The registration fee 

is Rs. 500/- Parents can take a tour of the campus after the submission of registration forms.

The timings are : 9.00 a.m. to 2.30 p.m.

Please submit the filled in registration form with the following enclosed :

1.    The latest passport size photograph of the child

2.    Photocopy of the birth certificate

3.    Aadhar copy of the child

The child should have completed 1 year 10 months on 1st June 2020 for admission to Playgroup.  For 

admission to Nursery, the child should have completed 2 years 6 months on 1st June 2020, for LKG and 

UKG the corresponding age will be considered.

thOn the 18  of January, Saturday, we held our Annual Athletic Meet at New 

Horizon Knowledge Park. All the students were brimming with excitement 

and adrenaline was coursing through the veins of all the athletes.

The day began with the arrival of the Chief Guest, Col C A Aiyappa (retd), 

International Hockey player, President, Karnataka State Kayaking & 

Canoeing Association. Vice President, Karnataka State Hockey Association. 

President, Kodagu Boxing Association, Member, Karnataka State Boxing 

Association followed by the ceremonial march past parade led by our 

school captains, vice-captains and sports captains. Each marching 

contingent was led by their respective house captains, and we saw the 

children marching with high spirits, determined to uphold the name of 

their house.

st thThe Students from the 1  Grade, all the way up to the 10  grade took part in 

various forms of races, with the purpose of bagging a medal or two. Our 

students showcased conviction and determination, while also maintaining a 

spirit of healthy competition and sportsmanship.

The day ended with plenty of smiles and grins across all the students faces, 

some overjoyed with the medals they had won; and some plainly happy that 

they had been able to compete or just been one among the spectators. 

NEW HORIZON 
TEACHERS TRAINING ACADEMY

100 Feet Road, Indiranagar, Bangalore - 8
www.newhorizonindia.edu

ADMISSIONS OPEN FOR THE YEAR 2020 - 21

Eligibility :  10+2 or Graduates in any discipline

Certificate course in Pre-Primary Teacher’s Training (10 Months Intensive Course)

Course Commences from - July 2020
Last date for admission -  June 30th 2020

For Admissions : 080-25261735 / 25261021

 ANNUAL SPORTS MEET

Mrs. Usha Vasudevan
Principal - NHVM

The Annual Sports Day provided the students an opportunity to display their prowess in various track and field events. The students exhibited their 

love for their houses by proudly marching and cheering for the participants from their houses. The air resounded with excitement and zeal.
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LKG – ART AND CRAFT COMPETITION 
Little fingers busy at work, creating beautiful 

pieces of art and craft was a treat by itself to

watch. Having practised at home, under the 

guidance of their enthusiastic parents, these 

children were eagerly waiting to start on their 

well-practised piece of work. A proud display 

of their creation in the classroom,was enough 

to bring a wide smile on the face of each of 

the children.

UKG – STORY-TELLING COMPETITION 

that these are just six year olds who have been able to take you into their 
world of stories.

Stories form an integral part of a child's 

initial years. Concentration, recollection, 

imagination are developed during these 

story-telling sessions. What better way to 

to spark the creativity and confidence of 

these young tots than presenting a platform 

for them to become story-tellers themselves. 

Each young story-teller, walked up on stage, 

enveloped with an aura of confidence, 

excited with a story to tell, and armed with 

character props. The style with which each 

story was narrated made it hard to believe

LKG – ENGLISH RECITATION COMPETITION
As these little ones enter Nursery, it 

is the fluency in their mother tongue 

that never fails to amaze you. 

Introduction to the English language 

is the beginning of the journey in 

the Nursery. Hence it is nothing 

short of amazement that you feel 

when you hear the same little ones, 

just a year later, mouthing out 

beautiful verses in English. Moving 

beyond nursery rhymes, our little 

ones are now reciting words penned 

down by Wordsworth, Frost, Elliot. 

Truly, music to the ears.

Since ages, India has been a land of 

t r a d i t i o n s .  Te c h n o l o g y  a n d 

modernization may have taken over 

today's generation, but generations 

of culture cannot be easily forgotten. 

It is indeed a proud moment to hear 

these tender three year olds chant 

shlokas with due reverence.  Kudos 

to their parents who have ensured 

that tradition stays rooted in the 

next generation. 

LKG – DANCE COMPETITION 

This is one of the competitions, 

where one can see maximum 

participation as parents don't have to 

coax their little ones into taking part. 

The  i n te res t  fo r  the  dance 

competition is loaded with excitement 

always. These little ones danced not 

just to the music of today but 

unbelievably also to the music of 

yesteryears.

Little feet just could not stop our 

LKg children from dancing to their 

hearts content.  Not a beat missed, 

not a step forgotten. The costume 

just added that extra josh to each of 

the performances. A non-stop 

foot-tapping session for the audience!

thAfters years and years of curiosity, our graduation day had finally arrived on the 24  of January. Filled with high spirits and happiness we assembled at the 

school quadrangle for the last time, a crowd of black and white sarees and kurtas. The ceremony officially began with the graduating batch of 2020 walking 

down the red carpet towards the stage, where chairs were set up for us to take our places. We stood there in front of our parents, seeing the pride and joy 

on their faces. We then sang the national anthem together for the last time. On that day, we counted our last moments together as students, as friends. The 

chief guest gave us a speech on how to handle the future and accounted incidents from his past as examples which we found to be valuable advice. As far as 

chief guests' speeches go, this one was the most meaningful and enjoyable. Dr. Mohan Manghnani, Chairman, NHEI addressed the gathering and lightened the

atmosphere with jovial anecdotes.  This was followed by the valedictorian's speech recounting our time at this school for the past thirteen years. This was 

replied to by a ninth grader, wherein the responsibility of being the senior most class was passed on to the juniors. Then the most awaited 'Best Outgoing 

Student' awards were given along with momentos for each and every student. We all clapped and cheered as our friends' names were called out. After the 

momentos were given out, we all sang our graduation songs with emotions running high, on the verge of tears. We were overcome with nostalgia thinking 

of all our years together at this school with our friends and beloved teachers. Then our teachers were felicitated by the Chairman, as we all cheered for them 

and gave them a standing ovation. We then sang our beloved school song for the very last time and exited the stage to join our parents and teachers for 

dinner. That night was a rollercoaster of emotions for us all, excited for the future yet sad to leave the place we were raised with so much love and care.

NURSERY – SHLOKA COMPETITION

GRADUATION DAY
It was a bitter sweet day for the graduating students of 2019 – 20. It was a day to celebrate our students' achievements and see them step out 

of our school  premises as confident young individuals with miles ahead of them.
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CELEBRATING THE ANNIVERSARY OF SWAMI VIVEKANANDAThe day started as usual with a cheer on every face

and a song in every heart. The students saw a 

huge red banner saying, Swami Vivekananda 

Jayanti. Eager to know the reason, they waited 

patiently until the assembly started.

The event started with a few students holding images

of Swami Vivekananda on the stage. They spoke 

passionately about his life and how he was deeply 

influenced by the teachings of his guru Ramakrishna 

Paramahamsa. His guru's teachings shaped him to 

become a better human. Swami Vivekananda, 

devoted his life to helping people from all walks of 

life and improving their lives. 

The story followed a recitation of a beautiful poem 
written by Swami Vivekananda. 

This experience was significant to all the students, for it taught them the importance of being humble, truthful and to be respectful to one another.

As the students went back to their classes, they knew that the lesson they carried with them would help them become better human beings. Ananya Durg
VI-A

1)  The world's most dangerous ant, the black bull dog ant, can kill 

      a human being within fifteen minutes.

2)   A man named Charles Osborne had hiccups for sixty nine years.

3)   On an average a hedgehog's heart beats three hundred times a minute.

4)   A Hippopotamus can run faster than a man.

5)   In 1982 a high school student from Los Angeles unscrambled the Rubik's 

      cube in 22.95 seconds.

6)   The oldest pig lived till sixty eight years.

FACTS 

Shravya Vaishya
2 B

CAREER ORIENTATION

On 22nd of December 2019, a Career Orientation Programme was held for the students of grade X at New Horizon Knowledge Park. As a prelude to this, the 

students had given an aptitude test and a career counselling session was conducted at NHPS. Many students were excited and looked forward to this event. 

After the lighting of the lamp by the various dignitaries, Dr. Asha Sidd, a renowned counsellor gave a motivational speech which mesmerized the students. 

Following this, an inspiring speech was delivered by Mr. Venkataraman Umakanth, Mind coach, NASSCOM where he spoke about ACT- Adaptability, Curiosity, 

Think. Dr. Sowmya Narayan held an interactive session with the students. Speeches were then  given by Principals of New Horizon Gurukul, New Horizon

Pre-University College and even New Horizon College of Engineering. Our school arranged for a tour around the Knowledge Park, through the various labs. 

The parents and the students returned home with a clarit y on new dreams and aspirations.

Photo

BEAUTY

“Beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder” is a statement that suggests that 

every individual finds beauty in different things. We form our own opinions 

on each and every thing that we lay eyes upon quite instantaneously. 

Everyone and everything on this planet is beautiful, yet not everyone can 

see it. Some find beauty at first sight and others after a lot of time and 

patience. Finding someone to be beautiful at first sight is based on their 

external appearance which may or may not be misleading. Beauty found 

after more time is based on one's inner beauty, much like the pineapple, 

which is rough on the outside but sweet on the inside. To find something 

beautiful, your mind must accept the outer appearance and proceed to find 

the beauty of an object for what it truly is.

Beauty can be defined as a combination of qualities that an individual finds 

aesthetically pleasing. Such qualities possessed by certain people may be 

similar, yet the perception of it is highly subjective. Supposing in a pair of 

twins, you may be friendly with one while hostile to the other. The eye of the 

beholder in this phrase represents the mind and emotions of the person 

viewing something. This means that whether or not a person considers 

something or someone to be beautiful is dependent on their personality and 

thought processes. Cultural and racial prejudices also play an important part 

in the perception of beauty. A person of the Caucasian race may not find a 

Hispanic beautiful and vice-versa, simply due to being used to a different 

kind of beauty in their own countries. Prevalently in a country like India, 

despite genuinely finding a person attractive, on learning of their background 

or orientations we may no longer find him/her as beautiful as we did before. 

This phrase goes to show that you see the world as you are and the more 

positivity you have, the more you will learn to find beauty in everything you 

see.

The concept of beauty has evolved with the changing times and generations. 

What was considered beautiful centuries ago is what we now consider 

mundane. We all know of the proverb “all that glitters is not gold” meaning 

that people are not always what they seem to be. This is a common 

statement to emphasize on the fact that people are not to be trusted easily. 

However, “not all gold glitters” is a much more relatable statement for 

today's generation. In today's world, people wish to be called beautiful by 

everyone, but they must be told that nobody is under any obligation to be 

beautiful. People go to extreme extents to be classified as beautiful without 

being aware that beauty itself has ill-defined standards. Many resort to 

measures that make them look younger or more attractive due to the 

pressure of society making them feel that they aren't beautiful. This is why 

the perception of beauty has to change. We forget that as we grow older 

and older, outer beauty fades and what's left is the genuine beauty of one's 

inner soul. Even reading this, some of you may not agree wholeheartedly. 

Therefore, beauty has always been, and will always be a debatable topic, 

owing to the fact that beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder. Shakthi Shivani
X
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Amodini V Naik of grade VIII has 

won her first INTERNATIONAL 

TROPHY in Tennis. She is the Winner 

in Doubles and Runner Up in Singles 

in ASIAN UNDER 14 Tournament 

held in Bangalore.

New Hor i zon  Pub l i c  Schoo l , 

Pre-Primary division, is proud to 

announce that AADYA SAI SUJAY 

from UKg A, having taken part in the 

Heritage fest conducted by  ISKCON 
thon 30  November 2019, has won the 

Special prize for the Krishna puzzle. 

Our heartiest Congratulations to 

Aadya.

HEARTY 
CONGRATULATIONS

TO AMODINI!! 

MY LITTLE BROTHER 

Aww' so cute my little brother,

Hey! Hey! He was born in September,

New to our family its so much fun 

  together,

My best-est gift forever.

Tiny and small, we watch him giggle,

Back from school I give him a cuddle,

I love him, I love him he so cute, so 

little,

I promise to love and care, together 

we grow and share,

For him I shall be there,

Aww, so cute my little brother!

Nakshatra N Pai, II

VALEDICTORY CEREMONY -2020

New Horizon PU College, Kasturinagar organized the Valedictory Ceremony at the institutional premises on 18th January, 2020. The program began with  

a spirit of national unity by rendering the National Anthem.

Mr. Mohan Kumar, Practice Head-Wipro Limited, graced the occasion as the honourable Chief Guest. Revered Director, Ms. Kirti Manghnani welcomed the 

Chief Guest. This was followed by the traditional lamp lighting ceremony, by the Chief Guest, Director and the Principal.

The academic procession of students was being led by the members of faculty. The conventional tune was played at the background. Each student lit their 

candle to symbolize the knowledge and experience passed between peers and friends. 

The Chief Guest addressed the gathering. In his speech he said that the ceremony was one of the biggest milestones in the lives of students and many 

more to succeed. He advised students to pursue their higher studies and accomplish their ambitions. The experience, experiment and expectation of

NHPUC, was presented by the Principal, Dr Sunita Hangal, in the Annual Report. The Principal in her speech advised the outgoing batch to work 

consistently with sincerity, which is the key to success. 

The exuberant student community was vibrant with enthusiasm and pride 

to receive recognition for their performance in various events. The student 

representatives shared the remarkable experience of their two year journey 

at New Horizon. Parents were welcomed to express their perspective. 

Words of appreciation reverberated as an acknowledgement to the fact that 

their wards were in safe hands, as promised by the Principal on the 

Orientation day. Students waited in awe and anticipation to witness the 

video presentation of their two year journey, which was a sweet blend of 

laughter and gloom as they reminisced their classroom activities.

The ceremony marked the culmination of a challenging and rewarding 

experience as well as gratification to all those who have actively participated 

in moulding the leaders of tomorrow. The newly graduated alumni were 

wished success in all their future endeavours.

Vaishnav S Karlekar, of grade 6 has 

won a Gold and a Bronze medal 

under black belt category in National 

level Karate competition held on 
th26  January, 2020.

CONGRATULATIONS


